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Continued frations 31 IntrodutionIn this paper we deal with real root isolation of univariate integer polynomials, a fundamentalproblem in omputer algebra as well as in many appliations ranging from omputational geometryto quanti�er elimination. The problem onsists in omputing intervals with rational endpointswhih ontain exatly one real root of the polynomial and have suh an interval for every realroot. We use the ontinued fration expansion of real algebrai numbers. Reall that suh anumber is a real root of an integer polynomial.A major motivation is to explain the method's good performane in implementations, despitethe higher omplexity bounds whih were known until now. Indeed, we show that ontinuedfrations lead to asymptoti bit omplexity bounds that math those reently proven for otherexat methods, suh as Sturm, Desartes and Bernstein subdivision algorithms. Using resultsfrom the metri theory of ontinued frations we prove that the algorithm ahieves an expetedomplexity of ÕB(d4τ2), where d is the polynomial degree and τ bounds the oe�ient bit size,thus we improve the previous known bound by a fator of dτ . Moreover, under the hypothesisthat d = O(τ), we present a variant of the algorithm with omplexity ÕB(d3τ).1.1 NotationIn what follows OB means bit omplexity and the ÕB-notation means that we are ignoring loga-rithmi fators. For a polynomial A =
∑d

i=1 aiX
i ∈ Z[X ], deg (A) denotes its degree. We onsidersquare-free polynomials exept if expliitly stated otherwise. By L (A) we denote an upper boundon the bit size of the oe�ients of A (inluding a bit for the sign). For a ∈ Q, L (a) ≥ 1 is themaximum bit size of the numerator and the denominator. Let M (τ) denote the bit omplexityof multiplying two integers of bit size at most τ . Using FFT, M (τ) = OB(τ lgc τ) for a suitableonstant c. V ar(A) denotes the number of sign variations in the oe�ient list of A ignoring zeroterms and ∆ the separation bound of A, that is the smallest distane between two (omplex) rootsof A.1.2 Previous work and our resultsReal root isolation of univariate integer polynomials is a well known problem and various algo-rithms exist for it. Moreover, there is a huge bibliography on the problem so we have to mentionthat we only srath the surfae of the existing literature and we enourage the reader to refer tothe referenes.Most exat subdivision based algorithms for real root isolation are based either on Desartes'rule of sign (Th. 1) or on Sturm sequenes. Roughly speaking, the idea behind both approahesis to subdivide a given interval that initially ontains all the real roots until it is erti�ed thatnone or one real root is ontained in the tested interval. Desartes' approah ahieves this byrepeatedly transforming the original polynomial and ounting the sign variations in the oe�ients'list, while Sturm's approah omputes a signed polynomial remainder sequene and evaluates itover the endpoints of the interval of interest. Quite reently it was proven (.f [18, 19, 21℄ andreferenes therein) that both approahes, the one based on Desartes' rule of sign (where thepolynomials are represented either in the monomial or in the Bernstein basis) and the one basedon Sturm sequenes, ahieve the same bit omplexity bound, namely ÕB(d4τ2) or ÕB(N6), where

N = max {d, τ}. Moreover, using Sturm(-Habiht) sequenes in a pre-proessing and a post-proessing step [21℄ the bound holds for the non square-free ase and the multipliities of the rootsan also be omputed. If the degree of the polynomial is ≤ 4 then real solving an be performedin O(1) or ÕB(τ) [20℄.The ontinued fration algorithm (from now on alled CF) di�ers from the subdivision basedalgorithms in that instead of biseting a given initial interval it omputes the ontinued frationexpansion for eah real root of the polynomial. The �rst formulation of the algorithm is due toVinent [47℄, see also [1, 6℄ for historial referenes. It was based on his theorem (Th. 4 withoutthe terminating ondition) where it was stated that repeated transformations of the polynomial
RR n° 0123456789



4 Tsigaridas & Emiriswill eventually yield a polynomial with zero (or one) sign variation, thus Desartes' rule (Th. 1and Rem. 2) implies that the transformed polynomial has zero (resp. one) real root in (0,∞). Ifone sign variation is attained then the inverse transformation an be applied in order to omputean isolating interval for the real root that orresponds to the original polynomial. Moreover,the integers, ci's, used in the transformations orrespond to the partial quotients of the ontinuedfration expansion of the real root. However, Vinent's algorithm is exponential [15℄. He omputedthe ci's in the transformation of Th. 4 by repeated shift operations of the form X 7→ X + 1, thusif one of the ci's (or even the sum of all) is of magnitude, say, 2τ then an exponential number ofsteps must be performed.Uspensky [44℄ extended Vinent's theorem by omputing an upper bound on the number oftransformations so as to isolate the real roots, but failed to deal with its exponential behavior. Seealso [13, 39℄ where the problem of approximating a real algebrai number is also onsidered. UsingVinent's theorem, Collins and Akritas [15℄ derived a polynomial subdivision-based algorithmusing Desartes' rule of sign.Akritas [2, 5℄ dealt with the exponential behavior of the CF algorithm, by omputing the ci'sin the transformations as positive lower bounds of the positive real roots, via Cauhy's bound (fordetails, see se. 3). He ahieved a omplexity of ÕB(d5τ3) or ÕB(N8), without using fast Taylorshifts [48℄. However, it is not lear how this approah aounts for the inreased oe�ient sizein the transformed polynomial after applying a map of the form X 7→ b + X . Another issue isto bound the size of the ci. Refer to Eq. (1) whih indiates that the magnitude of the partialquotients is unbounded. CF is the standard real root isolation funtion in Mathematia [4℄ andfor some experiments against subdivision-based algorithms, also in Mathematia, the readermay refer to [3℄.Another lass of univariate solvers are numerial solvers, e.g [36, 37, 41℄, that ompute anapproximation of all the roots (real and omplex) of a polynomial up to a desired auray. Theomplexity of these algorithms is ÕB(d3 τ).The ontributions of this paper are the following: First, we improve the bound of the numberof steps (transformations) that the CF algorithm performs. The proof of this is ahieved throughTh. 6. Seond, we bound the bit size of the partial quotients and thus the growth of the transformedpolynomials whih appear during the algorithm. For this we use the hypothesis of the ontinuedfration expansion of real numbers and a standard average ase analysis. We revisit the proof of[2, 5℄ so as to improve the overall bit omplexity bound of the algorithm to ÕB(N6), thus mathingthe urrent reord omplexity for exat real root isolation. From a theoretial perspetive, wepresent a variant of the CF algorithm whih, under the hypothesis that d = O(τ), has expetedomplexity ÕB(N4), thus mathing the omplexity of the numerial algorithms. The extension tothe non square-free ase uses the tehniques from [21℄. Finally, we present our e�ient open-soureC++ implementation of the ÕB(N6) algorithm and illustrate it on various data sets, inludingpolynomials of degree up to 1000 and oe�ients of 8000 bits. Our software seems omparable to,and some times faster than the root isolation implementations that we tested, inluding rs1, whihseems to be one of the fastest available software for exat real root isolation. We also tested anumeri solver, namely aberth [9, 10℄, whih is very e�ient in pratie but needs speial tuningin order to produe the orret number of real roots. We believe that our software ontributestowards reduing the gap between rational and numeri omputation, the latter being usuallypereived as faster.Part of this work appeared in [43℄.The rest of the paper is strutured as follows. The next setion skethes the theory behindontinued frations. Se. 3 presents the CF algorithm and Se. 4 its analysis. We onlude withexperiments using our implementation, along with omparisons against other available softwarefor univariate equation solving.1http://fgbrs.lip6.fr/salsa/Software/
INRIA



Continued frations 52 Continued frationsWe present a short introdution to ontinued frations, following [45℄ whih, although is far fromomplete, su�es for our purposes. The reader may refer to e.g [5, 11, 45, 50℄. In general a simple(regular) ontinued fration is a (possibly in�nite) expression of the form
c0 +

1

c1 +
1

c2 + . . .

= [c0, c1, c2, . . . ],where the numbers ci are alled partial quotients, ci ∈ Z and ci ≥ 1 for i > 0. Notie that c0 mayhave any sign, however in our real root isolation algorithm c0 ≥ 0, without loss of generality. Byonsidering the reurrent relations
P−1 = 1, P0 = c0, Pn+1 = cn+1 Pn + Pn−1,
Q−1 = 0, Q0 = 1, Qn+1 = cn+1 Qn + Qn−1,it an be shown by indution that Rn = Pn

Qn
= [c0, c1, . . . , cn], for n = 0, 1, 2, . . . and moreoverthat

Pn Qn+1 − Pn+1 Qn = (−1)n+1,
Pn Qn+2 − Pn+2 Qn = (−1)n+1cn+2.If γ = [c0, c1, . . . ] then γ = c0 + 1

Q0Q1
− 1

Q1Q2
+ · · · = c0 +

∑∞
n=1

(−1)n−1

Qn−1Qn
and sine thisis a series of dereasing alternating terms it onverges to some real number γ. A �nite setion

Rn = Pn

Qn
= [c0, c1, . . . , cn] is alled the n−th onvergent (or approximant) of γ and the tails

γn+1 = [cn+1, cn+2, . . . ] are known as its omplete quotients. That is γ = [c0, c1, . . . , cn, γn+1] for
n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . There is a one to one orrespondene between the real numbers and the ontinuedfrations, where evidently the �nite ontinued frations orrespond to rational numbers.It is known that Qn ≥ Fn+1 and that Fn+1 < φn < Fn+2, where Fn is the n−th Fibonai num-ber and φ = 1+

√
5

2 is the golden ratio. Continued frations are the best (for a given denominatorsize), approximation. This is as follows:
1

Qn(Qn+1 + Qn)
≤

∣∣∣∣γ −
Pn

Qn

∣∣∣∣ ≤
1

QnQn+1
< φ−2n+1.Let γ = [c0, c1, . . . ] be the ontinued fration expansion of a real number. The Gauss-Kuzmindistribution [11, 38℄ states that for almost all real numbers γ (meaning that the set of exeptionshas Lebesgue measure zero) the probability for a positive integer δ to appear as an element ci inthe ontinued fration expansion of γ is

Prob[ci = δ] = lg
(δ + 1)2

δ(δ + 2)
, for any �xed i > 0. (1)The Gauss-Kuzmin law indues that we an not bound the mean value of the partial quotients orin other words that the expeted value (arithmeti mean) of the partial quotients is diverging, i.e

E[ci] =

∞∑

δ=1

δ Prob[ci = δ] =∞, for i > 0.Surprisingly enough the geometri (and the harmoni) mean is not only asymptotially bounded,but is bounded by a onstant, for almost all γ ∈ R. For the geometri mean this is the famousKhinthine's onstant [27℄, i.e.
lim

n→∞
n

√√√√
n∏

i=1

ci = K = 2.685452001...

RR n° 0123456789



6 Tsigaridas & EmirisAlgorithm 1: CF(A, M)Input: A ∈ Z[X ], M(X) = kX+l
mX+n , k, l, m, n ∈ ZOutput: A list of isolating intervalsif A(0) = 0 then1 OUTPUT Interval( M(0), M(0)) ;2

A← A(X)/X ;3 CF(A, M);4
V ← Var(A);5 if V = 0 then return ;6 if V = 1 then7 OUTPUT Interval( M(0), M(∞));8 return ;9
b← PLB(A) // PLB ≡ PositiveLowerBound ;10 if b > 1 then A← A(b + X), M ←M(b + X) ;11
A1 ← A(1 + X), M1 ←M(1 + X) ;12 CF(A1, M1) // Looking for real roots in (1, +∞);13
A2 ← A( 1

1+X ), M2 ←M( 1
1+X ) ;14 CF(A2, M2) // Looking for real roots in (0, 1) ;15 return ;16whih is not known if it is an irrational number, let alone transendental. The reader may referto [7℄ for a omprehensive treatment of Khinthine's means. The expeted value of the bit size ofthe partial quotients is a onstant for almost all real numbers, when n → ∞ or n su�iently big[27, 38℄. Following losely [38℄, we have:

E[ln ci] =
1

n

n∑

i=1

ln ci = lnK = 0.98785..., as n→∞, ∀ i > 0.Let L (ci) , bi, then
E[bi] = O(1). (2)A real number has an (eventually) periodi ontinued fration expansion if and only if it is aroot of an irreduible quadrati polynomial. The set of real algebrai numbers is ountable and hasLebesgue measure zero, thus there is hane that Gauss-Kuzmin distribution and Khinthine's lawdo not hold for it. However, �There is no reason to believe that the ontinued fration expansions ofnon-quadrati algebrai irrationals generally do anything other than faithfully follow Khinthine'slaw�[12℄. Moreover, various experimental results [11, 38, 39℄ support the onjeture. It is a majoropen problem to �nd an irreduible integer polynomial suh that the ontinued fration expansionsof its real roots do not follow the onjeture or to prove the onjeture.For the largest digit that an appear in the partial quotients of a rational number the readermay refer to [24℄.For our analysis we rely on the onjeture that Gauss-Kuzmin's distribution and Khinthine'slaw hold for the set of real algebrai numbers. If it an proven that the partial quotients of the on-tinued fration expansion of real algebrai numbers are bounded this will lead to an improvementof our omplexity bounds.3 The CF algorithmTheorem 1 (Desartes' rule of sign) The number R of real roots of A(X) in (0,∞) is boundedby V ar(A) and we have R ≡ V ar(A) mod 2. INRIA



Continued frations 7Remark 2 In general Desartes' rule of sign obtains an overestimation of the number of thepositive real roots. However, if we know that A is hyperboli, i.e has only real roots or when thenumber of sign variations is 0 or 1 then it ounts exatly.The proof of Th. 1 follows from the following theorem whih is due to Budan:Theorem 3 (Budan) [5, 32℄ Let a polynomial A, suh that deg(A) = d and let a < b, where
a, b ∈ R. Let Aa, resp. Ab, be the polynomial produed after we apply the map X 7→ X + a, resp.
X 7→ X + b, to A. Then the following hold:1. V ar(Aa) ≥ V ar(Ab),2. #{γ ∈ (a, b)|A(γ) = 0} ≤ V ar(Aa)− V ar(Ab), and3. #{γ ∈ (a, b)|A(γ) = 0} ≡ V ar(Aa)− V ar(Ab) mod 2.The CF algorithm depends on the following theorem, whih dates bak to Vinent's theorem in1836 [47℄. The inverse of Th. 4 an be found in [5, 16, 32℄. It is a very interesting question whetherthe one and two irle theorems (.f [31℄ and referenes therein), employed in the analysis of theDesartes/Bernstein algorithm [15℄, an also be applied and possibly improve the omplexity ofthe CF algorithm. The version of the theorem that we present is due to Alesina and Galuzzi [6℄and improves the onditions of all the previous versions [1, 2, 5, 44℄.Theorem 4 [6℄ Let A ∈ Z[X ] be square-free and let ∆ > 0 be the separation bound. Let n be thesmallest index suh that

Fn−1 Fn ∆ >
2√
3
,where Fn is the n-th Fibonnai number. Then the map X 7→ [c0, c1, . . . , cn, X ], where c0, c1, . . . , cnis an arbitrary sequene of positive integers, transforms A(X) to An(X), whose list of oe�ientshas no more than one sign variation.Notie that in the previous theorem the onditions do not depend on the degree of the poly-nomial. Moreover, a similar theorem holds for non square-free polynomials but we will not use itfor the analysis of the CF algorithm. The extension of Vinent's theorem to the non square-freease is due to Wang [49℄, see also [14℄ and for an improved version and historial referenes see [6℄.Theorem 5 [6, 49℄ Let A ∈ Z[X ], not neessarily square-free, with deg(A) = d and let ∆ > 0 bethe separation bound. Let k be the smallest index suh that F 2

k−1∆ > 1, m be the smallest integersuh that m > 1
2 logφ d and n = k + m.Then the map X 7→ [c0, c1, . . . , cn, X ], where c0, c1, . . . , cn is an arbitrary sequene of positiveintegers, transforms A(X) to An(X), that has V ar(An) ≥ 0 sign variations. If V ar(An) > 0 then

An has a unique positive real root of multipliity V ar(An).The previous extension of Vinent's theorem implies that Desartes' rule of sign an be used toisolate the real roots of non square-free polynomials and to ompute their multipliities, ontraryto what it is believed up to now. Moreover, Th. 5 implies that Desartes' rule of sign an be usedfor polynomials with multiproessing �oating point and/or interval oe�ients. We plan to reporton the onsequenes of Th. 5 in a future work. Of ourse the obstale to all the previous remarksis that we have to perform iterations up to the theoretial separation bound, whih is a very badoverestimation of the atual one.In our analysis we will assume that the input polynomial is square-free, exept if expliitlystated otherwise, sine we ompute the multipliities of the real roots di�erently. Thus we willrely on Th. 4 to isolate the positive real roots of a square-free polynomial A. In order to isolatethe negative roots we perform the transformation X 7→ −X , so in what follows we will onsideronly the positive real roots of A.Vinent's variant of the CF algorithm goes as follows: A polynomial A is transformed to A1 bythe transformation X 7→ 1+X and if V ar(A1) = 0 or V ar(A1) = 1 then A has 0, resp. 1, real rootRR n° 0123456789



8 Tsigaridas & Emirisgreater than 1 (Th. 1). If V ar(A1) < V ar(A) then (possibly) there are real roots of A in (0, 1),due to Budan's theorem (Th. 3). A2 is produed by applying the transformation X 7→ 1/(1 + X)to A. If V ar(A2) = 0 or V ar(A2) = 1 then A has 0, resp. 1, real root less than 1 (Th. 1).Uspensky's [44℄ variant of the algorithm (see also [39℄) at every step produes both polynomials
A1 and A2 probably, as Akritas states [1℄, beause he was unaware of Budan's theorem. In bothvariants, if the transformed polynomial has more than one sign variations, we repeat the proess.We may onsider the proess of the algorithm as an in�nite binary tree in whih the rootorresponds to the original polynomial A. The branh from a node to a right hild orrespondsto the map X 7→ X + 1, while to the left hild to the map X 7→ 1

1+X . Notie that a sequene of
c transformations X 7→ 1 + X followed by one of the type X 7→ 1/(1 + X) is equivalent to twotransformations, one of the type X 7→ c+1/X followed by X 7→ 1+X . Thus Vinent's algorithm(and Uspensky's) results to a sequene of transformations like the one desribed in Th. 4, andso the leaves of the binary tree that we onsidered hold (transformed) polynomials that have nomore than one sign variations, if Th. 4 holds. Akritas [2, 5℄ replaed a series of X 7→ X + 1transformations by X 7→ X + b, where b is the positive lower bound (PLB) on the positive roots ofthe tested polynomial. This was omputed by Cauhy's bound [5, 32, 50℄. This way, the numberof steps is polynomial and the omplexity is in ÕB(d5τ3). However, it is not lear whether or howthe analysis takes into aount that the oe�ient bit size inreases after a shift. Another issue isto bound the size of the b's.For these polynomials that have one sign variation we still have to �nd the interval where thereal root of the initial polynomial A lies. Consider a polynomial An that orresponds to a leaf ofthe binary tree that has one sign variation. Notie that An is produed after a transformationas in Th. 4, using positive integers c0, c1, . . . , cn. This transformation an be written in a moreompat form using the onvergents

M : X 7→ PnX + Pn−1

QnX + Qn−1
, (3)where Pn−1

Qn−1
and Pn

Qn
are onseutive onvergents of the ontinued fration [c0, c1, . . . , cn]. Notiethat (3) is a Möbius transformation, see [5, 50℄ for more details. Sine An has one sign variationit has one and only one real root in (0,∞), so in order to obtain the isolating interval for theorresponding real root of A we evaluate the right part of Eq. (3) one over 0 and one over ∞.The (unordered) endpoints of the isolating interval are Pn−1

Qn−1
and Pn

Qn
.The pseudo-ode of the CF algorithm is presented in Alg. 1. Notie that the Interval funtionorders the endpoints of the omputed isolating interval and that PLB(A) omputes a lower boundon the positive roots of A. The initial input of the algorithm is a polynomial A(X) and thetrivial transformation M(X) = X . We need the funtional M in order to keep trak of thetransformations that we perform so that to derive the isolating intervals. Notie that Line 15 isto be exeuted only when V ar(A1) < V ar(A2), but in order to simplify the analysis we omit this,sine it only doubles the omplexity.4 The omplexity of the CF algorithmThe omplexity of the CF algorithm depends on the number of transformations and the ost ofeah. However, speial are should be taken sine after eah transformation the bit size of thepolynomial oe�ients inreases.Let disc(A) be the disriminant and lead (A) the leading oe�ient of A. Mahler's measureof a polynomial A isM(A) = | lead (A) |

∏d
i=1 max {1, |γi|}, where γi are all the (omplex) rootsof A [8, 32, 33, 50℄. MoreoverM(A) ≤ 2τ

√
d + 1. We prove the following theorem, whih is basedon a theorem by Mignotte [32℄, thus extending [17, 19℄.Theorem 6 Let A ∈ Z[X ], with deg(A) = d and L (A) = τ . Let Ω be any set of k ouples ofindies (i, j) suh that 1 ≤ i < j ≤ d and let the non-zero (omplex) roots of A be 0 < |γ1| ≤

INRIA



Continued frations 9
|γ2| ≤ · · · ≤ |γd|. Then

2kM(A)k ≥
∏

(i,j)∈Ω

|γi − γj | ≥ 2k− d(d−1)
2 M(A)

1−d−k
√
disc(A)Proof. Consider the multiset Ω = {j|(i, j) ∈ Ω}, where |Ω| = k. We use the inequality

∀ a, b ∈ C |a− b| ≤ 2 max{|a|, |b|}, (4)and the fat [32, 33℄ that for any root of A, 1
M(A) ≤ |γi| ≤ M(A). In order to prove the leftinequality ∏

(i,j)∈Ω

|γi − γj | ≤ 2k
∏

j∈Ω

|γj | ≤ 2k max
j∈Ω
|γj |k ≤ 2kM(A)k.Reall [32, 50℄ that disc(A) = lead (A)2d−2 ∏

i<j (γi − γj)
2. For the right inequality we onsiderthe absolute value of the disriminant of A, i.e

| disc(A)| = | lead (A) |2d−2
∏

i<j |γi − γj |2
= | lead (A) |2d−2

∏
(i,j)∈Ω |γi − γj |2

∏
(i,j)/∈Ω |γi − γj |2 ⇔√

| disc(A)| = | lead (A) |d−1
∏

(i,j)∈Ω |γi − γj |
∏

(i,j)/∈Ω |γi − γj |We onsider the produt ∏
(i,j)/∈Ω |γi − γj | and we apply d(d−1)

2 − k times inequality (4), thus
∏

(i,j)/∈Ω |γi − γj | ≤ 2
d(d−1)

2 −k |γ1|0|γ2|1 · · · |γd|d−1 (
∏

j∈Ω |γj |)−1

≤ 2
d(d−1)

2 −kM(A)d−1| lead (A) |1−dM(A)k
(5)where we used the inequality |γ1|0|γ2|1 · · · |γd|d−1 ≤ |M(A)/ lead (A) |d−1, and the fat [32℄ that,sine ∀i, |γi| ≥ M(A)−1, we have ∏

j∈Ω |γj | ≥ |γ1|k ≥M(A)−k. Thus we onlude that
∏

(i,j)∈Ω

|γi − γj | ≥ 2k− d(d−1)
2 M(A)1−d−k

√
| disc(A)|.

2A similar theorem but with more strit hypotheses on the roots �rst appeared in [17℄, see also[26℄, and the onditions were generalized in [19℄; namely in order for the bound [17, 19℄ to holdthe sets of indies i and j should be rearranged suh that they form an ayli graph where eahnode has out-degree at most one. The bound of Th. 6 has a fator 2d2 instead of dd in [17, 19, 26℄,whih plays no role when d = O(τ) or when the notation with N is used. Moreover, we loosenthe hypotheses of the theorem and thus all the proofs onerning the number of steps of thesubdivision-based solvers [19, 21℄ are dramatially simpli�ed. Possibly a more involved proof ofTh. 6 may eliminate this fator using [34℄.Remark 7 There are two simple, however ruial, observations about Th. 4. When the trans-formed polynomial has one sign variation, then the interval with endpoints Pn−1

Qn−1
= [c0, c1, . . . , cn−1]and Pn

Qn
= [c0, c1, . . . , cn] (possibly unordered) isolates a positive real root of A, say γi. Then, inorder for Th. 4 to hold, it su�es to onsider, instead of ∆, the quantity |γi − γci

|, where γci
isthe (omplex) root of A losest to γi. When the transformed polynomial has no sign variation and

[c0, c1, . . . , cn] is the ontinued fration expansion of the (positive) real part of a omplex root of
A, say γi, then again it su�es to replae ∆ by |γi − γci

|.Theorem 8 The CF algorithm performs at most O(d2 + dτ) transformation steps.Proof. Let 0 < |γ1| ≤ |γ2| ≤ · · · ≤ |γk|, k ≤ d be the (omplex) roots of A with positive real partand let γci
denote the root of A that is losest to γi.RR n° 0123456789



10 Tsigaridas & EmirisWe onsider the binary tree T generated during the exeution of the CF algorithm. Thenumber of steps of the CF algorithm orresponds to the number of nodes in T , whih we denoteby #(T ). We use some arguments and the notation from [19℄ in order to prune the tree.With eah node v of T we assoiate a Möbius transformation Mv : X 7→ kX+l
mX+n , a polynomial

Av and impliitly an interval Iv whose unordered endpoints an be found if we evaluate Mv on 0and on ∞. Reall that Av is produed after Mv is applied to A. The root of T is assoiated with
A, M(X) = X (i.e k = n = 1, l = m = 0) and impliitly with the interval (0,∞).Let a leaf u of T be of type-i if its interval Iu ontains i ≥ 0 real roots. Sine the algorithmterminates the leaves are of type-0 or type-1. We will prune ertain leaves of T so as to obtaina ertain sub-tree T ′ where it is easy to ount the number of nodes. We remove every leaf thathas a sibling that is not a leaf. Now we onsider the leaves that have a sibling that is also a leaf.If both leaves are of type-1, we arbitrary prune one of them. If one of them is of type-1 then weprune the other. If both leaves are of type-0, this means that the polynomial on the parent nodehas at least two sign variations and thus that we are trying to isolate the (positive) real part ofsome omplex root. We keep the leaf that ontains the (positive) real part of this root. And so
#(T ) < 2 #(T ′).Now we onsider the leaves of T ′. All are of type-0 or type-1. In both ases they hold thepositive real part of a root of A, the assoiated interval is |Iv| ≥ |γi−γci

| (Rem. 7) and the numberof nodes from a leaf to the root is ni, whih is suh that the hypothesis of Th. 4 is satis�ed. Sine
ni is the smallest index suh that the hypothesis of Th. 4 holds, if we redue ni by one then theinequality does not hold. Thus

Fni−2 Fni−1 |γi − γci
| ≤ 2√

3
⇒ φ2ni−5 |γi − γci

| < 2√
3
⇒ ni < 2− 1

2
lg |γi − γci

|.We sum over all ni to bound the nodes of T ′, thus
#(T ′) ≤

k∑

i=1

ni ≤ 2k − 1

2

k∑

i=1

lg |γi − γci
| ≤ 2k − 1

2
lg

k∏

i=1

|γi − γci
|. (6)In order to apply Th. 6 we should rearrange ∏k

i=1 |γi − γci
| so that the requirements on theindies of roots are ful�lled. This an not be ahieved when symmetri produts our and thus theworst ase is when the produt onsists only of symmetri produts i.e ∏k/2

i=1 |(γj − γcj
)(γcj

− γj)|.Thus we onsider the square of the inequality of Th. 6 taking k
2 instead of k and disc(A) ≥ 1(sine A is square-free), thus

∏k
i=1 |γi − γci

| ≥
(
2

k
2−

d(d−1)
2 M(A)1−d− k

2

)2

− lg
∏k

i=1 |γi − γci
| ≤ d2 − d− k + (2d + k − 2) lgM(A)

(7)Eq. (6) beomes #(T ′) < 2k + d2 − d − k + (2d + k − 2) lgM(A). However, for Mahler'smeasure it is known that M(A) ≤ 2τ
√

d + 1 ⇒ lgM(A) ≤ τ + lg d, for d ≥ 2, thus #(T ′) ≤
2k + d2 − d − k + (2d + k − 2)(τ + lg d). Sine #(T ) < 2 #(T ′) and k ≤ d, we onlude that
#(T ) = O(d2 + d τ + d lg d). 24.1 Real root isolationTo omplete the analysis of the CF algorithm we have to ompute the ost of every step that thealgorithm performs. In the worst ase every step onsists of a omputation of a positive lowerbound b (Line 10) and three transformations, X 7→ b + X , X 7→ 1 + X and X 7→ 1

1+X (Lines11, 12 and 14 in Alg. 1). Reall, that inversion an be performed in O(d). Thus the omplexityis dominated by the ost of the shift operation (Line 11 in Alg. 1) if a small number of alls toPLB is needed in order to ompute a partial quotient. We will justify this in Se. 4.2. In order toompute this ost a bound on L (ck) , bk, 0 ≤ k ≤ mi is needed, see Eq. (2).For the analysis of the CF algorithm we will need the following: INRIA



Continued frations 11Theorem 9 (Fast Taylor shift) [48℄ Let A ∈ Z[X ], with deg(A) = d and L (A) = τ and let a ∈
Z, suh that L (a) = σ. Then the ost of omputing B = A(a+X) ∈ Z[X ] is OB(M

(
d2 lg d + d2σ + dτ

)
).Moreover L (B) = O(τ + dσ).Initially A has degree d and bit size τ . Evidently the degree does not hange after a shiftoperation. Eah shift operation by a number of bit size bh inreases the bit size of the polynomialby an additive fator d bh, in the worst ase (Th. 9). At the h−th step of the algorithm thepolynomial has bit size O(τ + d

∑h
i=1 bi) and we perform a shift operation by a number of bitsize bh+1. Th. 9 states that this an be done in OB

(
M

(
d2 lg d + d2bh+1 + d(τ + d

∑h
i=1 bi)

)) or
OB

(
M

(
d2 lg d + dτ + d2

∑h+1
i=1 bi

)).Now we have to bound ∑h+1
i=1 bi. For this we use Eq. (2), whih bounds E[bi]. By linearityof expetation it follows that E[

∑h+1
i=1 bi] = O(h) Sine h ≤ #(T ) = O(d2 + dτ) (Th. 8), the(expeted) worst ase ost of step h is OB(M

(
d2 lg d + dτ + d2(d2 + dτ)

)
) or ÕB(d2(d2 + dτ)).Finally, multiplying by the number of steps, #(T ), we onlude that the overall omplexity is

ÕB(d6 + d5τ + d4τ2), or ÕB(d4τ2) if d = O(τ), or ÕB(N6), where N = max {d, τ}.Now let us isolate, and ompute the multipliities, of the real roots of Ain ∈ Z[X ], whih is notneessarily square-free, with deg(Ain) = d and L (Ain) = τ . We use the tehnique from [21℄ andompute the square-free part A of Ain using Sturm-Habiht sequenes in ÕB(d2τ). The bit sizeof A is L (A) = O(d+ τ). Using the CF algorithm we isolate the positive real roots of A and then,by applying the map X 7→ −X , we isolate the negative real roots. Finally, using the square-freefatorization of Ain, whih an be omputed in ÕB(d3τ), it is possible to �nd the multipliities in
ÕB(d3τ).The previous disussion leads to the following theorem.Theorem 10 Let A ∈ Z[X ] (not neessarily square-free) suh that deg(A) = d > 2 and L (A) = τ .We an isolate the real roots of A and ompute their multipliities in expeted time ÕB(d6 +d4τ2),or ÕB(N6), where N = max {d, τ}.The same omplexity bound an be ahieved for non square-free polynomials if instead ofusing Sturm-Habiht sequenes in order to ompute to the square-free part of the polynomial andompute the multipliities, we rely on Th. 5.4.2 Rational roots and PLB (Positive Lower Bound) realizationThis setion studies a way to ompute a lower bound on the positive roots and presents its e�ienyand auray. It seems that this is the standard approah in CF algorithms, though it is seldom,if at all, disussed.There are two issues that we have to disuss further.The �rst one onerns the rational numbers. If the polynomial A has (only) rational realroots then their ontinued fration expansion neither follows the Gauss-Kuzmin distribution norKhinthine's law. However, reall that if p

q is a root of A then p divides a0 and q divides ad, thusin the worst ase L (p/q) = O(τ) and so the rational roots are isolated fast among themselves.Treating them as real algebrai numbers leads to an overestimation of the number of iterations.The seond issue onerns the number of alls of funtion plb that must be applied in orderto ompute a partial quotient. We made the assumption that this number of alls is small. Inpratie this is always the ase, exept when the polynomial has only rational real roots, of greatmagnitude, well separated and we are interested in the pratial omplexity. In this ase funtionPLB must be applied many times in order to ompute a partial quotient. Rihtmyer et al. [38℄ inorder to overome this situation perform a small number of Newton-like iterations in order to get agood approximation of the partial quotient. In [4℄, see also [2, 3℄, the problem was solved partiallyby applying the map X 7→ bX , where b is the omputed positive root bound, when b ≥ 16. Thisis what we do in our implementation.
RR n° 0123456789



12 Tsigaridas & EmirisThe assumption that the number of alls to plb is small enough, is strengthened by (1), sineit implies that the probability that a partial quotient is of magnitude ≤ 10 is ∼ 0.87. This is whyin pratie the partial quotients are of very small magnitude. Moreover, the relation
∣∣∣∣γ −

Pn

Qn

∣∣∣∣ <
1

cn+1 Q2
n

,implies that the appearane of a partial quotient of an extra-ordinary big magnitude means thatthe previous approximation of the algebrai number was extremely good.However, the previous disussion does not provide a theoretial explanation. We will use resultsabout the tightness of the positive root bounds in order to support our assumption.Reall that a lower bound on the positive roots of a polynomial is omputed as the inverse ofthe upper bound on the positive roots of the reiproal polynomial. Thus in what follows we willonsider only upper bounds for the positive roots. The bound that we will onsider, and that wealso use in our implementation of plb, is
B2(A) := 2 max

ak<0

{∣∣∣∣
ak

ad

∣∣∣∣

1
d−k

}
, (8)where 0 ≤ k < d, whih is due to [28℄, see also [26, 29℄. Notie that B2 is a bound for the positiveroots only and not a bound for all the (omplex) roots of the polynomial. For suh bounds, thereader may refer to e.g [32, 33, 46℄. For other bounds on the positive roots the reader may referto [25, 28, 42℄.If instead of B2, we ompute a bound B1, taking into aount all the oe�ients then from[46℄ B1 is at most d times the biggest root of A. Sine B2 is a smaller bound we an onludethat γ ≤ B2 ≤ B1 ≤ d · γ. A similar result an be obtained if we onsider the bound of Hong[25℄ or any other bound that guarantees that it is O(d) times away from the biggest root, see e.g[23, 32, 33℄.Last, but not least, we have to mention that the implementation of B2 requires Õ(d) arithmetioperations [5, 30, 46℄ and as van der Sluis [46℄ says for B1 and thus for B2, this bound �is to bereommended among all� beause of its simpliity and the good quality of its results.If b is the omputed positive root bound and γ is the losest positive real root of A to it, whihwe are trying to isolate, then, from the previous disussion, it holds that b ≤ γ ≤ d b. Reall thatthe lower bound on the positive roots is obtained as an upper bound on the positive real roots ofthe reiproal polynomial. One integer in the interval [b, d b] is the partial quotient of γ that weatually want to ompute. We an perform binary searh based on Budan's theorem (Th. 3) inorder to ompute an interval [c, c + 1] ⊆ [b, d b] suh that it ontains γ and c ∈ Z is the partialquotient that we are intersted in. Budan's theorem orresponds to 2 polynomial shifts, thus thebinary searh needs, in order to ompute c, at most O(lg d + lg b) shift operations. However,

b ≤ c⇒ L (b) ≤ L (c) = O(1), and sine c is a partial quotient in the ontinued fration expansionof γ, its magnitude should follow Khinthine, .f (2).The previous disussion implies that at every step of the algorithm we must perform, addition-ally O(lg d) shift operations, instead of at most 2 that we assumed, in order to ompute a partialquotient. Thus, the omplexity of the algorithm should be multiplied by a fator lg d, whih doesnot hange the bound ÕB(d6 + d4τ2).In pratie the tightness of the positive root bounds is usually very good.4.3 Better omplexity boundsA loser look to the proof of Th. 8 reveals that in order to derive the number of steps of the CFalgorithm we do not depend on an interval that initially ontains all the real roots. Notie thatthis dependene is intrinsi for the subdivision algorithms [19, 21℄. This will allow us to improvethe omplexity of the CF algorithm by spreading away the roots.
INRIA



Continued frations 13We onsider the square-free polynomial A and we apply the homotheti transformation X 7→
X/2ℓ(d+τ), where ℓ is a onstant spei�ed by (12). The transformed polynomial, say C, has bitsize O(τ + ℓd2 + ℓdτ) and its roots βj are the roots of A multiplied by 2ℓ(d+τ), i.e

βi = 2ℓ(d+τ) γi, (9)where γi are the roots of A and 1 ≤ i ≤ d. Evidently it su�es to isolate the real roots of C.We will use the notation of the proof of Th. 8. Let k1 be the number roots of C with positivereal part and k2 those with negative real part. Notie that k1 + k2 = d. Following the proof ofTh. 8, see Eq. (6), the number of steps that the CF algorithm must perform in order to isolatethe real roots of C is
#(T ′) ≤

k1∑

i=1

ni +

k2∑

j=1

nj

≤ 2k1 −
1

2

k1∑

i=1

lg |βi − βci
|+ 2k2 −

1

2

k2∑

j=1

lg |βj − βcj
|

≤ 2d− 1

2
lg

d∏

i=1

|βi − βci
|.

(10)
If we onsider the produt term of the previous equation and (9) then

d∏

i=1

|βi − βci
| = 2ℓd2+ℓdτ

d∏

i=1

|γi − γci
|.Combining the previous equation with (7) we have

− lg

d∏

i=1

|βi − βci
| ≤ d2 + (3d− 2)τ − 2d− 2 lg d + 3d lg d− ℓ

(
d2 + dτ

)
. (11)We want to speify the value of ℓ in suh way so as to eliminate the quantities of the form d2 and

dτ from Eq. (11). By elementary alulus we see that ℓ should be
ℓ =

(3d− 2)τ + d2 − 2d

dτ + d2
. (12)If we make the assumption that d = O(τ) then, using this result and ombining Eq. (10) and (11),we onlude that #(T ) = O(d lg d) = ÕB(d). If we substitute this value of #(T ) in the proof ofTh. 10, presented in Se. 4, and taking into aount that the bit size of C is O(τ + ℓd2 + ℓdτ) thenwe onlude that the expeted omplexity of this variant of the CF algorithm is ÕB(d3τ).The previous variant of the CF algorithm has small pratial interest beause applying thehomotheti transformation X 7→ X/2ℓ(d+τ) to the polynomial inreases its bit size a lot. However,to the best of our knowledge this is the �rst omplexity bound, even using average ase analysis,that mathes the omplexity bounds of the numerial algorithms [36, 37, 41℄.We onjeture that the expeted omplexity of the subdivision solvers, i.e Desartes/Bernsteinand Sturm is also the same, but we will report on this in a future work.5 Implementation and experimentsWe have implemented the f algorithm in synaps 2 [35℄, whih is a C++ library for symboli-numeri omputations that provides data-strutures, lasses and operations for univariate and2www-sop.inria.fr/galaad/logiiels/synaps/RR n° 0123456789



14 Tsigaridas & Emirismultivariate polynomials, vetor and matries. Our ode will be inluded in the next major publirelease of synaps. The implementation is based on the integer arithmeti of gmp3 (v. 4.1.4)and uses only transformations of the form X 7→ 2βX and X 7→ X + 1 to bene�t from the fastimplementations that are available in gmp. However, our implementation follows the generiprogramming paradigm, thus any library that provides arbitrary preision integer arithmeti anbe used instead of gmp.We restrit ourselves to square-free polynomials of degree ∈ {100, 200, . . . , 1000}. Following[40℄, the �rst lass of experiments onerns well-known ill-onditioned polynomials namely: La-guerre (L), �rst (C1) and seond (C2) kind Chebyshev, and Wilkinson (W) polynomials. We alsoonsider Mignotte (M1) polynomials Xd − 2(101X − 1)2, that have 4 real roots but two of themvery lose together, and a produt (
Xd − 2(101X − 1)2

) (
Xd − 2((101 + 1

101 )X − 1)2
) of two suhpolynomials (M2) that has 8 real roots. Finally, we onsider polynomials with random oe�ients(R1), and moni polynomials with random oe�ients (R2) in the range [-1000, 1000℄, produedby maple, using 101 as a seed for the pseudo-random number generator.We performed experiments against rs4, whih seems to be one of the fastest available softwarefor exat real root isolation. It implements a subdivision-based algorithm using Desartes' rule ofsign with several optimizations and symboli-numeri tehniques [40℄. Note that we had to use rsthrough its maple interfae. Timings were reported by its internal funtion rs_time().We also test aberth [9, 10℄, whih a numerial solver with unknown (bit) omplexity but verye�ient in pratie, available through synaps. In partiular, it uses multi-preision �oats andprovides a �oating-point approximation of all the omplex roots. Sine aberth is a numerialsolver it approximates the roots up to a desired auray. Even though we tuned aberth to searhfor roots on the real axis only, unfortunately, we were not always able to tune its behavior in orderto produe the orret number of real roots in all the ases, i.e to speify the output preision.In synaps, there are several univariate solvers, based on Sturm sequenes, Desartes' rule ofsign, Bernstein basis, et (see [21℄ for details and experimental results). f is learly faster thanall these solvers, therefore we do not report on these experiments. In partiular, the large inputsused here are not tratable by the Sturm-sequene solver in synaps, and this is also the ase foranother implementation of the Sturm-sequene solver in ore5.So, in Table 1, we report experiments with f, rs, aberth, where the timings are in seonds.The asterisk (*) denotes that the omputation did not �nish after 12000s. The experiments wereperformed on a 2.6 GHz Pentium with 1 GB RAM, and our ode was ompiled using g++ 3.3with options -O3 -DNDEBUG.For (M1) and (M2), there are rational numbers with a very simple ontinued fration expansionthat isolate the real roots whih are lose. These experiments are extremely hard for rs. On (M1),aberth is the fastest and orretly omputes all real roots, but on (M2), whih has 4 real rootslose together, it is slower than f. f is advantageous on (W) sine, as soon as a real root isfound, transformations of the form X 7→ X + 1 rapidly produe the other real roots. We werenot able to tune aberth on (W). For (L), (C1) and (C2), f is learly faster than rs, while wewere not able to appropriately tune aberth to produe the orret number of real roots. Thepolynomials in (R1) and (R2) have few and well separated real roots, thus the semi-numerialtehniques in rs are very e�etive. To be more spei�, rs isolates all roots using only 63 bits ofauray (this information was extrated using the funtion rs_verbose( 1)). However, even inthis ase, f is omparable to rs. aberth is even faster on these experiments (see Table 1). Wehave to mention as F. Rouillier pointed out to us that rs an about 30% faster in (L), (C1) and(C2) if we use it with the (non-default) option preision=0.We �nally tested a univariate polynomial that appears in the Voronoi diagram of ellipses [22℄.The polynomial has degree 184, oe�ient bit size 903, and 8 real roots. f solves it in 0.12s, rsin 0.3s and aberth in 1.7s.3www.swox.om/gmp/4fgbrs.lip6.fr/salsa/Software/index.php5s.nyu.edu/exat/ore_pages/
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Continued frations 15100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000L f 0.27 2.24 9.14 25.27 55.86 110.13 214.99 407.09 774.22 1376.34rs 0.65 3.65 13.06 35.23 77.21 151.17 283.43 527.42 885.86 1387.45#roots 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000C1 f 0.11 0.85 3.16 8.61 19.67 38.23 77.75 139.18 247.11 414.51rs 0.21 1.36 3.80 10.02 23.15 46.02 82.01 150.01 269.35 458.67#roots 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000C2 f 0.11 0.77 3.14 8.20 19.28 38.58 73.59 133.52 233.48 386.61rs 0.23 1.48 3.80 9.84 23.28 46.34 83.58 146.04 273.00 452.77#roots 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000W f 0.11 0.76 2.54 6.09 12.07 21.43 34.52 53.35 81.88 120.21rs 0.09 0.59 2.25 6.34 14.62 29.82 55.47 104.56 179.23 298.45#roots 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000M1 f 0.02 0.08 0.21 0.42 0.73 1.19 1.84 2.75 4.16 6.22rs 7.83 287.27 1936.48 7328.86 * * * * * *aberth 0.01 0.04 0.07 0.11 0.12 0.26 0.43 0.37 0.47 0.90#roots 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4M2 f 0.08 0.43 1.10 2.78 4.71 8.67 18.26 25.28 40.15 60.10rs 1.24 144.64 1036.785 4278.275 12743.79 * * * * *#roots 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8R1 f 0.001 0.04 0.07 0.33 0.06 0.37 0.66 0.76 1.03 1.77rs 0.026 0.09 0.11 0.68 0.22 0.89 0.95 0.69 1.55 2.09aberth 0.02 0.03 0.07 0.14 0.21 0.31 0.44 0.51 0.64 0.80#roots 4 4 2 6 2 4 4 2 4 4R2 f 0.01 0.04 0.08 0.36 0.14 0.38 0.74 0.77 1.24 1.42rs 0.05 0.23 0.47 1.18 0.81 1.64 2.68 3.02 4.02 4.88aberth 0.01 0.05 0.08 0.14 0.23 0.33 0.44 0.55 0.67 0.83#roots 4 4 4 6 4 4 6 4 6 4Table 1: Experimental resultsIn short, CF is omplete, simple to use and is at least as e�ient as the state of the art.There are ways to improve our solver. First, instead of exat integer arithmeti we may use semi-numerial tehniques like those in rs [40℄. These tehniques may be based on interval arithmeti.Aknowledgments Both authors aknowledge fruitful disussions with Alkiviadis Akritas and BernardMourrain. The �rst author is grateful to Maurie Mignotte for disussions about the separation bound,to Doru Stefanesu for various disussions and suggestions about the bounds of the positive roots ofpolynomials and to Fabrie Rouillier for various disussions about rs and the experiments. Both authorsaknowledge partial support by IST Programme of the EU as a Shared-ost RTD (FET Open) Projetunder Contrat No IST-006413-2 (ACS - Algorithms for Complex Shapes) and by a dotoral researhgrant by the Greek General Seretariat for Researh and Tehnology under the program ΠENE∆03.Referenes[1℄ A. Akritas. There is no "Uspensky's method". Extended Abstrat. In Pro. Symposium onSymboli and Algebrai Computation, pages 88�90, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada, 1986.[2℄ A. Akritas. An implementation of Vinent's theorem. Numerishe Mathematik, 36:53�62,1980.[3℄ A. Akritas and A. Strzebonski. A omparative study of two real root isolation methods.Nonlinear Analysis: Modelling and Control, 10(4):297�304, 2005.[4℄ A. Akritas, A. Boharov, and A. Strzébonski. Implementation of real root isolation algorithmsin Mathematia. In Abstrats of the International Conferene on Interval and Computer-Algebrai Methods in Siene and Engineering (Interval '94), pages 23�27, St. Petersburg,Russia, Marh 1994.[5℄ A.G. Akritas. Elements of Computer Algebra with Appliations. J. Wiley & Sons, New York,1989.
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